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The Bader Reading and Language Inventory presents a much-needed, highly authoritative model

for ensuring Kâ€”12 readersâ€™ growth, assessing the effectiveness of specific reading approaches,

and diagnosing a wide range of literacy needs. In it, teachers, teachers of adult students, reading

specialists, and clinicians get a flexible approach to carrying out every aspect of effective reading

and learning assessmentâ€“from a quick screening through a comprehensive reading assessment.

Included are personal interviews and student reflection, observations, informal and formal tests, and

diagnostic teaching, plus valuable research-based tools and guides that complement the

assessment model and provide a balance of assessment practice that doesnâ€™t over-test

students.
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This is an excellent resource for educators who have responsibility for assessing learners of all

ages. I primarily work with adult students (both ESL and native English speakers) and it's a

"must-have" in my resource library! I use it primarily for assessing reading levels; the stories are

skill-leveled, but content is palatable for adult learners -- even the low-level (1-2nd grade) ones.

I don't feel qualified to critique the actual content of this text. It certainly gave me things to think

about in my role as a high school STEM educator, but the typical textbook dryness was certainly



present. I just wanted others to know that this new text does come with the DVD if your class

requires it.

I am a speech-language pathologist and was looking for a screening tool to identify reading

weaknesses in young children through adolescents and have been more than pleased with this

product.

I will carry this throughout my Reading ed/ESL career. Great evaluations to initially assess reading

level.

Great teaching resource!This has so many useful pages full of information for running records!
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